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1. INTRODUCTION, QUALIFICATIONS AND STRUCTURE OF EVIDENCE 

1.1 My name is Simon Melhuish-Hancock. I currently hold the position of UK General 

Counsel for Sahaviriya Steel Industries Public Limited Company (SSI), the parent 

company of SSI UK (as defined below and at the Annex).  In that role, I have been 

advising SSI on the English law aspects of various matters that have arisen as a result 

of SSI UK’s insolvency, such as a number of contractual disputes and money claims 

made against SSI, some of which continue and some other aspects referred to below.  

I have held this position since 3rd October 2015. 

1.2 I have a law degree from Sheffield University and am a qualified Barrister.  

1.3 I am making this statement on the instruction of the Thai Banks and SSI, the interests 

of whom are all aligned. 

1.4 My evidence covers the following matters relevant to the objections of the Thai 

Banks, RBS and SSI, contained in the objection letters dated 9 May 2019: 

1.4.1 my experience in the steel industry; 

1.4.2 the history of steelmaking at the SSI Land; 

1.4.3 the recent history of steel making at the SSI Land 

1.4.4 the liquidation of SSI UK and the appointment of the OR; 

1.4.5 the relationship between the Thai Banks, SSI UK and SSI; 

1.4.6 dealings with the SSI Land since the liquidation of SSI UK; 

1.4.7 joint working with Jingye; 

1.4.8 access to the port; 

1.4.9 the ability to regenerate the SSI Land; and 

1.4.10 conclusions. 

1.5 I also refer to the defined terms in the annex towards the end of this witness 

statement, which defines all the terms used in this witness statement. 

 

2. MY EXPERIENCE IN THE STEEL INDUSTRY 

2.1 After a short spell as a law lecturer at Westminster University and a period in private 

practice at the bar, I joined the in-house legal department of British Steel Corporation 

(BSC) in November 1984 and now have over thirty five years’ experience of 

working as an in-house lawyer in the UK steel industry. 

2.2 British Steel, Corus and Tata  

2.3 Following a decision to privatise the steel industry in the late-1980s, the business 

undertaking and assets of BSC (which included what is now the SSI Land) were 

transferred to a newly incorporated company, British Steel plc (British Steel), which 
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was floated on the London and New York stock exchanges in late 1988. I was part of 

the legal team advising and working on that process throughout. British Steel merged 

with the Dutch steel maker, Koninklijke Hoogovens in 1999 and the parent company 

was then renamed Corus Group plc (Corus), retaining its stock exchange listings in 

London and New York and adding one in Amsterdam. Corus was then taken over by 

Tata Steel of India in 2007 and the UK entity (the former British Steel) became a 

private company and was renamed Tata Steel UK Limited (Tata). 

2.4 Throughout my time at BSC, British Steel, Corus and Tata, I worked in the legal 

department, located at the various head offices of those companies, rising to the 

position of Head of Legal, Strip Products Division. In these roles, I gained significant 

exposure to corporate strategy, business operational support, business mergers and 

acquisitions (and latterly, disposals) and corporate finance, often in an international 

context. This included substantial experience of leading legally on complex UK, EU, 

US and other cross-border transactions and major high value commercial contracts, 

including occasional leadership of multi-disciplinary teams consisting of both 

internal and external advisors. 

2.5 I provided successful legal leadership of the structuring of British Steel’s IT 

outsourcing contracts (covering 400 staff, with an annual spend of £50 million), the 

negotiation of a ten year fully out-sourced service agreement (with a deal value £650 

million) and various amendments, terminations and subsequently, multi-sourcing of 

IT to several vendors. At the time, this represented Europe’s largest single IT 

outsourcing deal and was a highly contentious and complex transaction. 

2.6 At one point, I had overall control of all the legal aspects of Corus’ corporate finance 

activities in the US, including a $500m acquisition with associated project financing 

and subsequently, negotiating a total of eight separate disposals in one year, ranging 

in value from US$20 million to US$100 million along with all the necessary 

regulatory approvals. 

2.7 Latterly, I also provided sole legal and strategic support for a three-year, fundamental 

restructuring of a £2,000 million turnover UK business division within Tata. 

2.8 In September 2009 I took early retirement from Tata. 

2.9 Sahaviriya Steel Industries UK Limited 

2.10 Following a sabbatical, in May 2011, I was appointed as the Legal Director (the title 

subsequently being changed to General Counsel) of Sahaviriya Steel Industries UK 

Limited (SSI UK). At the start of my career with BSC and subsequently with British 

Steel, on occasion I had advised the business unit of British Steel, based on what is 

now the SSI Land, which became TCP (as defined below), so had some familiarity 

with the business of SSI UK before I started. 

2.11 For the first 18 months of this position, my role was located in the main management 

offices of SSI UK, at Steel House (Plot 37), which is immediately adjacent to the 

main Redcar coke ovens and blast furnace site (Plot 1). As a result, I became very 

familiar with the site, operations and staff there. After about eighteen months, there 

was less need for my day-to-day presence at Redcar and so I would usually commute 
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to Redcar about twice a month and spend a number of days there on each occasion, 

working for the remainder of the time from SSI UK’s small London office or from 

home in London.  

2.12 As the sole in-house lawyer at SSI UK, I had a wide range of responsibilities. 

Initially, my work was focussed on putting in place a panel of external legal advisers 

to assist with various matters, whom I then managed. At the same time, I provided 

legal advice to SSI UK’s management teams, drafted and provided strategic direction 

on the numerous small- and large-scale contracts that were being negotiated between 

SSI UK and a multitude of suppliers. As mentioned below, between early-2011 and 

mid-2012, SSI UK was only partially operating and the focus for most of the 

management team was therefore on the project to re-start iron and steelmaking on the 

SSI Land. 

2.13 On 5th April 2013, as a result of a restructuring of the board of SSI UK, I was 

appointed as the Company Secretary of SSI UK, in addition to my General Counsel 

role. In this role, I attended all board meetings of SSI UK and put in place all the 

necessary board procedures and rules, as well as focussing on matters such as 

company policies that had not, at that point, been considered. 

 

3. THE HISTORY OF STEELMAKING AT THE SSI LAND 

3.1 A brief history of the SSI Land and the previous operations located there is as 

follows. There has been ironmaking and subsequently, steelmaking in the Teesside 

area for approximately 170 years. Various parts of the SSI Land were previously 

operated by a number of different, privately owned companies until 1967, when 

almost all of the UK steel industry was nationalised, under the umbrella of BSC. A 

new steel plant located at Lackenby (Plot 81 in the Order) was developed in about the 

1950s and the blast furnace located on Plot 1 was developed in the late-1970s. The 

plant produced slab, which was sometimes split but then used to roll heavy sections 

in the Lackenby Beam Mill, which is adjacent to the SSI Land. The remainder of the 

slab was shipped to other plants within BSC/British Steel/Corus/Tata businesses, 

some of which was then rolled by those other plants into hot rolled coil (HRC). 

3.2 I should explain what “slab” and “hot rolled coil” mean. After casting the molten 

steel, slab is the first solid, saleable product produced. (There are other shapes, but 

these were not produced on the SSI Land). The size of slabs will vary, but an average 

slab will be about ten metres long, two to three metres wide and perhaps a third of a 

metre thick. There is a small international market for steel slab. In 2012, when SSI 

UK started production, this market was about 30 million tonnes a year (as against 

annual world crude steel production of about 1,560 million tonnes), and the slab price 

is a recognised, world-wide price. However, slab is often used by steelmakers to 

produce other, down-stream products, such as hot rolled coil. Often, these down-

stream products are manufactured on the same production site, but in the case of SSI, 

the down-stream products are produced in Thailand. Hot rolled coil (HRC) is 

produced by re-heating the slab and then rolling it several times to reduce its 

thickness to a matter of millimetres, to produce a thin and very long length of steel 
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(the “coil” part of the description being because it comes off the rolling mill coiled 

up). HRC is then used to manufacture pipes, barges and other heavy engineering type 

products or subsequently cold rolled (where a similar process is applied, but without 

re-heating), which makes a thinner and finer material suitable for use in the 

automotive industry (e.g. for car body panels), white goods, brown goods and 

construction industries (the latter for roofing, walls and cladding). SSI’s end 

customers in Thailand fall into these categories. 

3.3 I don’t recall the precise date, but in about the mid-2000s, Corus no longer had any 

use for all of the slab produced on what is now the SSI Land and entered into a 

consortium agreement with a number of overseas off-takers, who purchased the 

excess slab and the operations were re-branded and called the Teesside Cast Products 

business (TCP). In about 2008/9, the contract relating to this off-taking arrangement 

was breached by some of the customers and came to an end. Steelmaking at TCP 

then ceased to be viable. As a consequence, in about 2009, Tata mothballed all of the 

TCP operations except for the coke ovens at South Bank and Redcar, which 

continued in production. 

3.4 Consequently, although SSI UK was the last occupier of the SSI Land to date, SSI 

UK’s occupation of the SSI Land made up only very small part of its total operating 

life. 

 

4. THE RECENT HISTORY OF STEELMAKING AT THE SSI LAND 

 

4.1 SSI UK was used by SSI as an acquisition vehicle to acquire TCP from Tata on 24th 

March 2011. The acquisition of TCP was made principally to enable SSI UK to 

supply slab to SSI’s HRC business in Thailand.  

4.2 The name TCP was something of a misnomer at the time of the acquisition by SSI 

UK, because there were no iron or steelmaking activities at TCP, these having been 

mothballed in 2009. As mentioned above, the only manufacturing operations were 

coke making, carried out at the Redcar Coke Ovens and the South Bank Coke Ovens 

respectively and some electricity generation at the Redcar power station. Coke-

making involved coal being imported from various locations around the world 

through the bulk terminal adjacent to Plot 1 of the SSI Land (RBT) operated by 

Redcar Bulk Terminal Limited (RBT Ltd), which I refer to below. This coal was 

then stockpiled, blended and charged to the coke ovens to create coke, coke oven gas 

and some by-products (mainly tar and benzole). As SSI UK had no need for coke at 

this time, the coke was sold on the open market (often exported through RBT) and to 

Tata under a five-year coke supply contract.  

4.3 From a financial perspective, when the only manufacturing activity was coke 

making, SSI UK’s annual turnover was about $325 million, electricity being used 

mainly for internal operations.  

4.4 After two significant delays, the re-start project was completed and production of 

iron and steel by SSI UK on the SSI Land re-commenced on 18th April 2012. At the 
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time, this was considered to be a day of great celebration, not just for SSI UK and 

SSI, but for the entire local community, as it was proof that the steel industry had 

returned to Teesside. For example, the casting of the first slab was attended by SSI’s 

and SSI UK’s senior management teams, many board members, local politicians and 

national and local press and television crews. It therefore gained a lot of coverage in 

the press and on television nationally. 

4.5 Following the re-start, although it took some time to increase production, at its peak, 

SSI UK was producing about 2.8 million tonnes of slab a year and had a turnover of 

about $1,500 million a year. As a small note, SSI UK always prepared its accounts in 

US dollars. This was because about 95% of SSI UK’s revenue and about 85% of its 

costs were in that currency and therefore, reporting in US dollars avoided any 

volatility in the financial results as a consequence of currency fluctuations. 

4.6 Unfortunately, throughout the period from 2011 until 2015, SSI UK was persistently 

loss making, always at a net profit level and also, save for a couple of months in 

2014, at an EBITDA level. This was as a result of three main factors. 

4.6.1 Partly as a result of the high price paid by SSI UK for TCP, SSI UK was 

undercapitalised from the outset and always had insufficient working capital. 

This meant that SSI UK had to use innovative, but expensive, financing 

arrangements with raw material and other suppliers, which together with the 

Thai Banks’ debt,  meant that SSI UK had very high financing costs and was 

often playing “catch-up” when paying its bills. Although every financier 

(except the Thai Banks) and most suppliers were paid up in full until about 

the end of  the first half of 2015, bills were frequently paid late and 

sometimes only following receipt of a short-term loan or the next capital 

injection from SSI. However, all employees were paid all of their wages and 

salaries up until the final salary payment immediately before SSI UK’s 

liquidation. 

4.6.2 SSI UK’s business was structured in a traditional, UK steel industry manner, 

inheriting many practices and procedures from its predecessors and was 

burdened by a number of expensive legacy contracts. It was also staffed by 

managers, many of whom had a long steel industry background, but with 

nationalised industry and public sector type attitudes, which prioritised non-

financial targets over financial targets. The idea of running a business to 

make money was therefore not at the forefront of many managers’ minds and 

for a time, even some of the usual financial controls which exist in most 

properly commercial businesses were largely absent. Conversely, SSI was a 

very efficiently managed company and highly profitable at the time, for a 

business of its size. I think the reason for the difference in approach was due 

to a lack of understanding by the local management that, when the board of 

SSI UK said there was no more money, they needed to change their 

behaviour, particularly with regard to spending. From reading various press 

reports, I believe that these are also exactly the same issues that Jingye is 

grappling with at New British Steel. 
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4.6.3 From the beginning of 2015, prices in both the steel and commodities 

markets fell significantly. As a consequence, the price of slab also fell 

dramatically and, over the course of the next nine months or so, virtually 

halved, reducing SSI UK’s revenue by the same proportion along the way. 

SSI UK’s costs remained high though. 

4.7 Throughout this period, SSI UK was able to sustain these losses because it was 

supported financially by SSI, both through capital increases and parent company 

loans. With regard to capital increases, these were numerous and at times frequent 

and amounted to $410.5 million in 2011 (some of which was for the re-start project), 

$373.4 million in 2012 and $120.6 million in 2013. From 2014 on, SSI UK’s cash 

requirements were met by loans from SSI, rather than capital injections. 

 

5. LIQUIDATION OF SSI UK AND THE APPOINTMENT OF THE OFFICIAL 

RECEIVER 

5.1 At a board meeting held on 2nd October 2015, and as a consequence of the insolvency 

of SSI UK, the directors of SSI UK reluctantly resolved to wind up SSI UK and for it 

to go into compulsory liquidation immediately. Following the court application by 

SSI UK that day, the Official Receiver, Mr. Ken Beasley (OR) was appointed as 

Liquidator of SSI UK and has been managing the affairs of SSI UK since then, with 

the assistance of PwC as Special Manager and DWF as legal advisers. I should add 

that this was probably the saddest day of my life from a professional perspective, 

particularly bearing in mind the time and effort which was put in by me and my 

colleagues to try to make SSI UK successful. It is not an experience anyone involved 

would ever want to repeat. On 2nd October 2015, on the winding up of SSI UK, my 

contract with SSI UK was terminated and I resigned as Company Secretary. 

5.2 I would like to say something about the financial impact of SSI UK’s failure. The 

cessation of iron and steel making at Teesside was an enormous blow to the 

community, both financially and emotionally. It caused considerable hardship, 

significant job losses and resulted in the failure of a number of other local businesses. 

In fact, it is probably right to say that the closure of SSI UK was devastating for the 

local community.  

5.3 However, this does need to be put in context. As mentioned above, when SSI UK 

purchased TCP, only a small part of the business was operating and there were only 

about 700 people employed on the Site. After SSI UK fully re-started the iron and 

steel making operations, there were over 2,000 people employed directly by SSI UK 

and a similar number of contractors. The annual pre-tax wage bill for SSI UK at its 

peak was $75 million, most of which went to and was spent in the local community. 

This continued for four and a half years, meaning that the local community was about 

$330 million better off with the presence of SSI UK. Furthermore, Redcar & 

Cleveland Council received $38 million in rates over that period, also for the benefit 

of the local community and HMRC (i.e. Central Government) also received about 

$14 million in income tax payments and National Insurance contributions. The 

contractors working for SSI UK probably contributed similar sums to the local 

council and to HMRC and their local employees would also have been better off. 
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Central Government’s only contribution towards the $888 million re-start of the site 

was a training grant of just less than £2 million. 

5.4 Throughout this period, SSI never received any dividends from SSI UK nor did any 

cash flow from SSI UK to SSI, other than the repayment of short-term loans. None of 

the board directors of SSI UK was ever paid a salary or any fees by SSI UK and I 

believe that most of the board members’ expenses were paid by their respective 

employers and not by SSI UK. We have also estimated that the total cost to SSI and 

the controlling Viriyaprapaikit family of SSI UK’s failure was just short of US$2,000 

million. 

 

6. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE THAI BANKS, SSI UK AND SSI 

6.1 When incorporated, SSI UK was a wholly owned, direct subsidiary of SSI and 

remained so throughout the period that SSI UK was operating. As can be seen above, 

the acquisition of TCP and the associated costs were initially funded by equity capital 

of about £247 million. However, the re-start project mentioned above required 

funding as well, so SSI UK borrowed most of the required amount from The Siam 

Commercial Bank PCL (SCB), Krung Thai Bank PCL (KTB) and TISCO Bank PCL 

(Tisco) (SCB, KTB and Tisco together, the Thai Banks). NatWest Markets PLC, 

previously named and stated on all the relevant documents as The Royal Bank of 

Scotland plc (RBS), is agent bank for the Thai Banks but was not a lender. 

6.2 SSI had had a lengthy commercial relationship with both SCB and KTB, so it was 

natural that SSI UK should choose these banks as lenders for the project, along with 

Tisco, which was a new banking relationship. 

6.3 The amounts outstanding from SSI UK to the Thai Banks varied throughout the life 

of SSI UK, not least because the Thai Banks periodically extended further loans, in 

different currencies and occasionally rolled-over interest that was due. However, as 

at 2nd October 2015, SSI UK owed the Thai Banks approximately US$815 million. 

All of this borrowing was secured through a debenture from SSI UK (Debenture), 

which created a first fixed and floating charge over all of SSI UK’s assets, including 

all of SSI UK’s land holdings, consisting of approximately 935 acres, spread across 

about five freehold and three long-leasehold (virtual freehold) sites (the SSI Land).  

All of the SSI Land secured by the Thai Banks’ fixed charge is subject to the Order. 

Each of the Thai Banks has therefore lodged an objection to the confirmation of the 

Order, as has RBS as agent, partly because the Thai Banks believe that the Order 

would not regenerate the SSI Land as speedily and effectively, as compared to the 

alternative plans being discussed by SSI and the Thai Banks with third parties, as 

outlined below.  

6.4 Under the terms of the Debenture and as a matter of law, RBS has the power to sell 

all of the assets secured under the Debenture but will only do so at the direction of 

the Thai Banks. 

6.5 Under the terms of a Thai law guarantee dated 19th March 2011, made between (1) 

SSI and (2) RBS (Guarantee), SSI undertook to guarantee all of the indebtedness of 

SSI UK to the Thai Banks. SSI is therefore one of the parties that has an interest in 
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any recovery relating to the SSI Land and other assets of SSI UK charged to the Thai 

Banks. This is the reason why the Thai Banks have relied upon SSI and the Thai 

Banks’ counsel in various matters connected with the SSI Land, including the Thai 

Banks’ involvement in the Order process. As a consequence, and on grounds similar 

to the Thai Banks, SSI has also submitted an objection to the confirmation of the 

CPO. 

6.6 The Thai Banks have made it clear to the Development Corporation that, as SSI is 

the guarantor of SSI UK’s indebtedness and the amount of any proceeds obtained 

from the sale of the SSI Land or SSI UK’s other assets will affect SSI’s remaining 

liabilities owing to the Thai Banks under the Guarantee, the Thai Banks require that 

any transaction relating to the SSI Land and SSI UK’s other assets must have the 

prior approval of SSI. Indeed, the expectation of the Thai Banks is also that it will be 

SSI that will initiate any such transaction and what has been done by SSI to date is 

explained below in detail. 

6.7 At this point, I would also like to say a little about Ben Houchen’s statements in the 

press and on social media regarding the Thai Banks and the SSI Land generally. 

6.8 For example, on 19th November 2019, Ben Houchen stated that: “… Enough is 

enough, and it’s time we take back what is rightfully ours …” and “… I am not 

prepared to be held to ransom by three foreign banks …”. Similar phrases and 

sentiments have been expressed by Ben Houchen on a number of other occasions as 

well. Ben Houchen also said that the Thai Banks: “… refuse to engage in 

constructive discussions …”.  Copies of these public statements are set out in my 

Appendix 1. 

6.9 First of all, the statements are all completely inaccurate. The SSI Land has never 

been owned by the South Tees Development Corporation (Development 

Corporation) or the local community, so the idea that the Development Corporation 

can “take back” the SSI Land is wrong. 

6.10 Second, with regard to engagement, the Thai Banks have actually tried to engage 

with the Development Corporation, so that statement is also wrong. 

6.11 A meeting took place between the Thai Banks’ and the Development Corporation in 

Bangkok in May 2018, at which a non-legally binding letter of intent was signed by 

both parties. I cannot disclose the letter of intent as it is expressed to be confidential, 

but there was agreement in principle that the Thai Banks would accept a cash 

settlement offer by the Development Corporation in exchange for the release of 

security given in favour of the Thai Banks over the SSI Land and SSI UK’s other 

assets including SSI UK’s half share in RBT Ltd, subject to certain conditions 

including the Thai Banks satisfactory review of the third party valuations used to 

arrive at the price. A further meeting was arranged for 7th January 2019, in London, 

to discuss the outcome of the valuation review which had by then been carried out for 

the Thai Banks, by Duff & Phelps. 

6.12 At this point, I should say something about the Duff & Phelps review as well. The 

issue for the Thai Banks was that the Duff & Phelps review carried out was based on 

Duff & Phelps being asked the wrong question. Instead of being asked whether or not 
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the Avison Young valuation relied upon by the Development Corporation had been 

carried out in accordance with compulsory purchase compensation principles, the 

question asked of Duff & Phelps was whether or not Avison Young’s assumptions 

were “… reasonable …”, to which Duff & Phelps answered “… yes …”. However, 

when DWD was instructed to review the Avison Young valuation, the firm advice 

DWD gave to the Thai Banks was that the Avison Young valuation was not prepared 

using the correct compulsory purchase valuation principles, which I understand to be 

a reference to the so called “Red Book”. 

6.13 The Thai Banks therefore informed the Development Corporation in the 7th January 

meeting that, in the opinion of the Thai Banks’ professional advisers (DWD), the 

valuations carried out for the Development Corporation by Avison Young in respect 

of the SSI Land and by KPMG in respect of the shares in RBT Ltd were defective 

and that consequently, the offer for the SSI Land and the SSI UK shares in RBT Ltd, 

supported by those valuations, was no acceptable to the Thai Banks. It was also at 

this meeting that the Thai Banks informed the Development Corporation that, 

because of the Guarantee and the reasons set out above, any proposal for the 

acquisition of the SSI Land must have the prior approval of SSI. Based on the advice 

from DWD, the proposal put forward at the meeting in Bangkok was not acceptable 

to SSI either. 

6.14 The outcome of the 7th January meeting was clearly a disappointment to the 

Development Corporation, so it was agreed that a further meeting would be arranged 

in London, between all parties, essentially to discuss valuation principles and the 

amount for the SSI Land that the Thai Banks and SSI were now seeking. In this 

context, I refer to two letters written by the Thai Banks’ solicitors, Mishcon de Reya 

to Addleshaw Goddard (then acting for the Development Corporation) dated 15th 

February 2019 (see Mr Roberts'  Appendix 7) and 12th March 2019 (see Mr Roberts' 

Appendix 8), which set out the background to the attempts to arrange a meeting with 

the Development Corporation and the parameters of that meeting, including the 

attendees.  

6.15 The meeting was originally set for 28th February 2019, but in order to have an 

informed discussion, the Thai Banks needed certain information be disclosed to them 

by the Development Corporation in advance of the meeting. This was not done and 

so it became apparent that, without this information, there was little for the parties to 

discuss.  An alternative date of 29th March 2019 was agreed and a large negotiating 

party from the Thai Banks flew 6,000 miles to attend.  

6.16 At the request of the Development Corporation’s advisers, Mishcon de Reya had 

prepared an agenda to help the meeting proceed in a logical and orderly fashion. 

Unfortunately, the Thai Banks were not able to state their position with regard to the 

valuation principles, let alone give the Development Corporation any indication of 

the price the Thai Banks were seeking. Almost as soon as the meeting opened, the 

representatives of the Thai Banks were shouted at by Mr. Steve Gibson, a director of 

the Development Corporation, stating that “… I will not recognise the agenda. This 

meeting will not last five minutes …”, before trying to throw the agenda across the 

table at the Thai Banks’ representatives. The Development Corporation’s team then 
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walked out of the meeting after less than half an hour in the meeting room. The 

events at the meeting of 29th March are partly recorded in a letter from Mishcon de 

Reya to the Development Corporation’s advisers dated 9th April 2019 (see Mr 

Robert's Appendix 5), but I also saw some contemporaneous minutes of the meeting. 

Mishcon de Reya’s 9th April letter also reiterated the fact that the Thai Banks 

remained “… willing, able and ready to negotiate, as they always have been.”  Apart 

from a meeting between valuation advisers in about November 2019, the 29th March 

meeting was the last meeting to discuss compensation matters suggested by the 

Development Corporation and the last one to take place. 

6.17 Culturally, the Thais are very polite, non-confrontational people and try never to 

offend anyone, so the representatives of the Thai Banks were very offended by the 

behaviour of the Development Corporation’s representatives in the 29th March 

meeting and they took the view that there was little point in offering to make another 

long and expensive journey, only for that behaviour to be repeated and for there to be 

no meaningful negotiations. The Development Corporation itself has therefore closed 

off the opportunity for any further discussion. In my view therefore, it is clearly the 

Development Corporation that has refused to engage, not the Thai Banks and Ben 

Houchen is wrong in this respect as well. 

6.18 Third, I find this type of remark from Ben Houchen offensive, because of the way in 

which it attacks the Thai Banks simply because they are “… foreign …”. I doubt very 

much if Ben Houchen would speak in such derogatory tones about a major UK bank, 

so I don’t understand why he feels the need to do so about banks simply because they 

are based in Thailand. 

7. DEALINGS WITH THE SSI LAND SINCE THE LIQUIDATION OF SSI UK. 

7.1  Following a company insolvency, it is usual for the Insolvency Service and 

sometimes, other government bodies, to investigate the conduct of the former 

directors and officers of the insolvent company, to establish whether or not there had 

been any wrongdoing. Consequently, that is a process in which, since October 2015, 

the former directors and officers of SSI UK (D&O Group) have been engaged. It 

involved addressing any potential civil, criminal or regulatory proceedings relating to 

their management and stewardship of SSI UK. The D&O Group comprises the five 

board directors, the Finance Director (who was not a director of SSI UK, but had that 

word in his title) and me, as Company Secretary. The consequence of this activity 

was that it consumed a large amount of time for the D&O Group and thus a 

significant part of SSI’s senior management team’s time. For some time therefore, 

the D&O Group was distracted by this exercise and was not able to focus on dealing 

with the SSI Land. 

7.2 That work is largely over now and I am able to say that, having analysed all of the 

available evidence (which was extensive), there was no evidence whatsoever of any 

wrongdoing by any of the D&O Group and, confirming the point, the OR (through 

his solicitors, DWF) wrote to the D&O Group’s solicitors on 8th March, 2019 (see 

my Appendix 2) to inform them that, with regard to the D&O Group: 
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“…  No recommendation was made … for … disqualification …  The 

Insolvency Service is not contemplating any proceedings …   There will be no 

recoveries sought  … [and] …  The OR is not aware of any other 

investigation …” 

7.3 I see this as a vindication of the fact that the D&O Group acted entirely properly at 

all times and that they did everything within their power to save the business of SSI 

UK. 

7.4 The above also explains why, in the early days, the D&O Group was not engaged in 

dealing with the re-use or regeneration of the SSI Land and the other SSI UK assets. 

Instead, the focus was rightly upon addressing potential liabilities in the aftermath of 

the insolvency. Moreover, until there had been a satisfactory conclusion on this 

aspect, the D&O group were understandably cautious in taking pro-active steps to 

regenerate the SSI Land. As noted above, this period of purdah came to an end in 

March 2019 and after that, efforts were stepped up to bring the site back into use. As 

I explain later, these efforts are now bearing fruit, but the biggest threat they face is 

the CPO. 

7.5 Initially, there was also little co-operation by or provision of information by either 

the Development Corporation or the Site Company, which has resulted in the Thai 

Banks having difficulty in evaluating their position and making decisions regarding 

the offers from the Development Corporation. Whilst information has now been 

disclosed and a limited number of site visits have been arranged, most requests for 

either have been met with the response that it is not within the gift of the entity 

asked. With eight shared board members at both the Development Corporation and 

the Site Company, this lacks credibility and seems to have been a way of trying to 

frustrate anything that the Thai banks or SSI has sought to achieve.  

7.6 As a consequence of the desire by the Thai Banks and SSI to re-start iron and 

steelmaking on the SSI Land or regenerate the SSI Land in some other way, as well 

as to realise best value for the SSI Land (and other assets), SSI (through myself and 

others, but acting in consultation with the Thai Banks), has been in discussions with 

various third parties about a possible re-use/re-start of the iron and steel-making 

plants on the SSI Land and other options for the various parcels of land. Things are 

now moving rapidly and I am therefore confident that the alternative plans can be 

delivered quickly, as compared with the Development Corporation’s 25-year horizon. 

7.7 SSI’s discussions have been with the following parties, the very first contact being 

made on 24th October, 2015: 

7.7.1 St. Modwen Properties PLC (St. Modwen). St. Modwen is an expert in 

regenerating and developing former industrial sites in the UK and has an 

extensive track record of doing so, including with former steel plants, such as 

Llanwern in South Wales. SSI approached St. Modwen directly and then 

commenced discussions with St. Modwen’s Regional Director (Yorkshire 

and North East) and its Senior Construction Manager in March 2017, the 

successful conclusion of those discussions being a formal expression of 

interest from St. Modwen, sent to the Thai Banks on 3rd August 2017 (see 
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my Appendix 3), under which St. Modwen offered to purchase all of the SSI 

Land for between £15-20 million on an “as is” basis. This is considerably 

more than both the Avison Young valuation and any of the Development 

Corporation’s offers to the Thai Banks. 

Not long after this though, the Development Corporation was formed, 

including being given compulsory purchase powers. I spoke to St. 

Modwen’s, by then, Deputy Property Director - Midlands & North (in whose 

area the SSI Land is located) on 25th January 2018 and he explained that he 

had met the Development Corporation late in 2017 (I believe he met John 

McNicholas and Susan Hulton) and, to use his exact words: “… St. Modwen 

is not wanted and there is no room for them …” in the Development 

Corporation’s development plans. He also said that the Development 

Corporation “… wants to do it all themselves or die trying …”. As a 

consequence, he said that St. Modwen would “… back away …”.  He 

seemed quite uncomfortable giving me the news, possibly because he knew 

we would be disappointed, but also because it had been said before that this 

was exactly the sort of opportunity St. Modwen looked for and that it could 

have been a superb project for St. Modwen. As a consequence, at this point, 

St. Modwen withdrew from further discussions with SSI. Nevertheless, even 

without a public marketing exercise, this demonstrates private sector interest 

in redeveloping the SSI Land, by experts in that business, at a relatively early 

stage. 

7.7.2 Peel Property Group (Peel). In about November 2018, Mr. Peter Roberts, a 

partner at DWD, one of the Thai Banks’ advisers, was in touch with some 

personal contacts at Peel and asked if Peel would be interested in the SSI 

Land, partly because Peel also had a history of redeveloping former 

steelworks sites. In the case of Peel, the company had recently commenced 

the planning process for the redevelopment of the former Shepcote Lane 

stainless steel plant in Sheffield, with a view to developing offices and a 

logistics park. At the time, Peel was also the main shareholder in what was 

then called Durham Tees Valley Airport. What we didn’t know at the time 

though, was that Peel was exiting from its investments in the Teesside area 

and subsequently sold its majority stake in the airport to the Combined 

Authority.  

7.7.3 Liberty House Group (Liberty). Liberty is a fast-expanding steel maker, 

with extensive operations in both the UK, EU and overseas. There have been 

a number of discussions with representatives of Liberty at an informal level. 

These discussions have focussed on Liberty’s appetite to re-commence 

steelmaking (likely through the so called electric-arc steel-making route) at 

SSI UK’s former basic oxygen steel-making plant on that part of the SSI 

Land known as Lackenby (Plot number 81 in the Development Corporation’s 

master plan). The principal attraction of this location is that it contains all of 

the infrastructure and most of the plant necessary for such a re-start and 

would therefore require lower investment than alternative schemes. It is also 

located immediately adjacent to the heavy section mill owned and operated 
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by New British Steel, the feed-stock for which is slab, which can be 

produced at the SSI UK Lackenby plant without additional casting facility 

investment. It is clear from the Development Corporation’s board minutes 

that there have also been a number of discussions between Liberty and the 

Development Corporation and extensive work carried out on such a project, 

which suggests that the site is attractive for such a re-start. For example: 

paragraph 5.1 of the Development Corporation’s board minutes of 'Meeting 

2' held on 29th September 2017, where it seems Liberty’s interest was first 

noted1; paragraph 6.3 of the minutes of 'Meeting 3' on 29th November 2017, 

where there was a reference to the need for guarantees from HMG and due 

diligence2; paragraphs 3.5 and 6.2 of the minutes of 'Meeting 4' on 24th 

January 20183; paragraph 5.4 of the minutes of 'Meeting 7' on 25th July 

20184; and the actions paragraph and paragraph 7.1.1 of the minutes of 

'Meeting 8' on 26th September 20185.  Unfortunately though, the discussions 

between SSI and Liberty never really progressed. Nevertheless, it is clear 

that a similar investment was for some time encouraged by the Development 

Corporation and steelmaking is one of the industries referred to in the 

Development Corporation’s master plan.  

7.7.4 Chris Musgrave. On 20th December 2019, an unsolicited offer for “… the 

assets …” of SSI UK was made by a firm of solicitors acting for Mr. Chris 

Musgrave and Mr. Martin Corney, themselves acting through a company 

called DCS Industrial Ltd . The offer was substantial and is considerably 

more than both the Avison Young valuation and any of the Development 

Corporation’s offers to the Thai Banks. It has been subsequently explained 

that the objective is to use the SSI Land as a wind turbine manufacturing 

facility, alongside an option for lease of some of RBT Ltd’s land which the 

offeror had also obtained through DCS Industrial Limited. A meeting took 

place in London on Tuesday 14th January 2020 between me, SSI’s Vice-

President, Group Corporate Development, Mr. Greeves and Mr. Roberts 

from DWD, Mr. Musgrave, Mr. Corney and their advisers and some 

employees. It was explained by Mr. Musgrave that the offer was for all of 

SSI UK’s assets, including the SSI Land and SSI UK’s shares in RBT Ltd, as 

set out in the letter of 20th December. The meeting ended on the basis that 

each side would consider its position and possibly meet again. A subsequent 

one-to-one meeting was arranged for later that day between Mr. Musgrave 

and Mr. Greeves, at which a higher offer was discussed but not agreed. Mr. 

Greeves met Mr. Musgrave again on 16th January and Mr. Musgrave tabled a 

much higher (but clearly final) offer for all the SSI Land and 100% of RBT 

Ltd. This offer was confirmed in writing on 17th January and forwarded to 

the Thai Banks for evaluation. As at the date of this witness statement no 

decision had been made as to whether or not to accept the offer.  

                                              
1 see page 22 of Mr Roberts' Appendix 6 
2 see pages 34-35 of Mr Roberts' Appendix 6 
3 see pages 52-53 of Mr Roberts' Appendix 6 
4 see pages 166-167 of Mr Roberts' Appendix 6 
5 see pages 188 and 191 of Mr Roberts' Appendix 6 
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7.7.5 Highfield Environmental Limited (Highfield). Highfield is the owner and 

operator of a hazardous and non-hazardous waste disposal site, which is 

immediately next door to SSI UK’s “High Tip” hazardous and non-

hazardous waste disposal site (Plot number 157). There have been a number 

of email exchanges between SSI’s Vice-President, Corporate Development 

and Mr. Duncan Martin, the CEO of Highfield, as well as some meetings 

between the two. Both of the tips have a kind of pyramid shape, with a 

substantial void between them. The objective therefore would be to combine 

the two tips, fill in the void (which we have estimated has a capacity of about 

10 million m3) and then to exploit the enlarged facility. Whilst it was clear 

that Highfield would be interested in such a development, it was also clear 

that Highfield was not in a position to purchase the High Tip and SSI 

struggled to identify potential purchasers for the enlarged site, with the threat 

of the Order remaining. The discussions have therefore not led to a 

transaction. 

7.7.6 Roy Hatfield Limited (Hatfield). Similarly, there have been meetings with 

Hatfield to discuss the possible exploitation of the so-called Slems area (Plot 

number 145). Slems is mainly made up of iron oxide, I believe mixed with 

some oil and water and is a bi-product of the basic oxygen steelmaking 

process. After drying, it can be used as an additive to cement and therefore 

has a value. Hatfield purchases this Slems material, processes it and sells it 

to the cement industry. When SSI UK was operating, I believe the price 

Hatfield paid for this material was £10 per tonne. The stock of Slems 

therefore has considerable potential value, as is evidenced by the fact that 

when I visited the SSI Land on 3rd December 2019, a considerable quantity 

of the Slems material had been removed. The value is also evidenced from 

interest shown by Phoenix Services in processing the material in the sinter 

plant on Plot 1 (as referenced in paragraph 7.6 of the Development 

Corporation’s board minutes for 'Meeting 11' held on 27th March 20196). The 

discussions with Hatfield were to explore to what extent Hatfield would be 

prepared to purchase this plot, in order to secure supplies of the material for 

the future. 

7.7.7 Jingye Steel Group (Jingye). I refer to the discussions with Jingye in the next 

section. 

7.8 Unfortunately, with the exception of Chris Musgrave’s offer, which is still being 

considered, none of these transactions has reached a positive conclusion. I believe 

this is due entirely to the fact that there is the Order hanging over the land assets or, 

certainly in one case, as a result of direct intervention by the Development 

Corporation. For example, as mentioned above, St. Modwen, an acknowledged 

regeneration expert and successful developer of former industrial land was told in no 

uncertain terms that there was no role for them on the SSI Land, which was clearly 

off putting. In the case of Hatfield, we believe that Hatfield has also been concerned 

to ensure continuity of supply by keeping close to the Development Corporation, 

                                              
6 see page 303 of Mr Robert's Appendix 6 
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rather than going against the Development Corporation with an alternative plan. At 

least one other party has been approached (the Oil and Gas Climate Initiative 

consortium, which plans to build a carbon capture plant on Plot1), but has shown 

little interest, either because they do not want to waste resources on land that may be 

the subject to a possible confirmation of the Order or because they had already been 

offered a deal by the Development Corporation. 

7.9 The Thai Banks are well run financial institutions, staffed by experienced and 

intelligent people. However, due to the complexity of the CPO process and any 

transaction arising from it, as well as the lack of information and co-operation from 

the Development Corporation, it has taken some time for the Thai Banks to ensure 

that the best result is achieved for the SSI Land and other secured assets. However, 

throughout this time the Thai Banks have been supportive of discussions and 

negotiations with all parties interested in potential transactions in respect of the SSI 

Land.  

 

8. JOINT WORKING WITH JINGYE 

8.1 Jingye is a Chinese owned and located group with businesses in a number of 

industries, but mainly the manufacture and processing of iron and steel. Jingye’s 

main steel products are called long products (in this case, deformed bar used as 

reinforcing steel), but it also has an HRC mill. In total, Jingye produces about 18 

million tonnes of steel a year and has an annual group turnover of about £10,000 

million and making about £400 million per annum in profit. Jingye was founded and 

is currently chaired by Mr. Li Ganpo and it is Jingye, through some English wholly 

owned subsidiaries which is in the process of purchasing the businesses of New 

British Steel. 

8.2 The Viriyaprapaikit family, which controls SSI, has a number of investments in 

China and there is a relationship with Mr. Li Ganpo at the very highest level of the 

Viriyaprapaikit family. I believe that this is where the initial introductions and 

expressions of interest were made and it was as a result of this relationship that 

Jingye approached SSI about the possible acquisition of all of SSI UK’s assets, 

including the SSI Land. 

8.3 This acquisition of SSI UK’s assets by Jingye would be for one of two alternative, 

but not mutually exclusive uses. The first and primary objective, is the re-start of 

steelmaking on the SSI Land. This would involve the purchase of most of the SSI 

Land, together with all the buildings, plant and equipment located on that land. If the 

re-start of steelmaking doesn’t prove possible, then the alternative scheme would 

involve the acquisition by a joint venture formed by SSI and Jingye of at least Plot 1 

and the development and expansion of RBT Ltd’s business. This would give RBT 

Ltd a land mass of about 847 acres and would give RBT Ltd a considerably larger 

and financially more viable port than at present. The discussions with Jingye have 

therefore focussed on both projects, while the parties have tried to establish which is 

the more viable. 
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8.4 The discussions commenced formally with the signature by Jingye of an expression 

of interest on 18th September (see my Appendix 4). On the same day, I met Mr. Li 

Ganpo and Mr. Bill Wang (a Deputy General Manager of Jingye and the person who 

is now heading the acquisition by Jingye of the New British Steel businesses) and 

gave them both a conducted tour of the SSI Land and RBT. We also discussed the 

ownership of the assets on the SSI Land, the decision-making processes for any sale, 

the reasons for SSI UK’s failure, the availability of skills and I answered many other 

questions about SSI UK, its business and the current position. Following this visit, I 

attended a further meeting held on 20th September in London with Mr. Li and Mr. 

Wang, which was also attended by SSI’s Vice-President, Group Corporate 

Development. At this meeting, we discussed again some of the issues raised during 

the earlier site visit and also talked a little about SSI’s expectations on price. SSI’s 

Vice-President, Group Corporate Development stated that, although the SSI UK 

assets had a book value of $1,079 million, there would clearly need to be a discount 

applied to that number and suggested a purchase price. This price, which also very 

substantially exceeded the Development Corporation’s offers and Avison Young’s 

valuation, was not accepted, but nor was it rejected.  

8.5 Matters then moved fairly rapidly. SSI disclosed a quantity of due diligence 

information and a further meeting took place in Beijing (which I did not attend), 

between SSI’s Chief Executive, SSI’s Vice-President, Group Corporate 

Development, Mr. Li Ganpo and Mr. Wang, along with a contingent from Jingye’s 

management team. The meeting was also attended by some engineering and technical 

advisers from CERI of China, who had already inspected the plant and equipment on 

the SSI Land, reporting on its condition to SSI. At that meeting, Jingye again 

expressed an interest in acquiring all of SSI UK’s assets and both parties agreed to 

collaborate on that and any other relevant ventures, as well as SSI providing 

assistance to Jingye on any UK related matters. A memorandum of understanding, 

setting out the process for establishing the feasibility of re-starting steel making 

operations on the SSI Land was then signed on 9th October (see my Appendix 5).  

There was a further, working level meeting in Shanghai on 23rd October, which I did 

not attend, at which an outline due diligence programme and some further technical 

details were discussed.  

8.6 Shortly after the Shanghai meeting, it was announced by the BSL OR that the 

discussions to sell the New British Steel businesses to Ataer Holdings, part of the 

Turkish army pension fund, had ended. Jingye then expressed an interest in re-

starting discussions for it to purchase those businesses and a team of about twelve 

senior executives flew to the UK to start work. On 26th October, I met Mr. Wang and 

several other representatives of Jingye in Scunthorpe, including Jingye’s Chief 

Executive, Mr. Li Huiming and discussions continued. At that point though, the 

discussions were centred more around the approach to and the structure of the 

proposed acquisition of the New British Steel businesses, but we also talked about 

the potential for synergies between the New British Steel businesses, the SSI UK 

assets and RBT. However, discussions between Jingye and SSI slowed shortly 

thereafter for about four weeks, I believe due mainly to Jingye’s ultimately 

successful attempt to buy the businesses of New British Steel. As an overseas based 
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group, Jingye did not then have any employees located in the UK on a full-time basis 

and I believe that, not surprisingly, Jingye may have been struggling to manage two 

transactions at the same time.  

8.7 Once the New British Steel businesses acquisition had been agreed though, a number 

of subsequent face to face meetings between SSI and Jingye took place. SSI’s Vice-

President Group Corporate Development and myself travelled to Scunthorpe on 29th 

November and, after a brief meeting with EY, which was representing the BSL OR, 

we had a very productive meeting with a senior team from Jingye, including Mr. Li 

Huiming and Mr. Wang, at which some of the main commercial principles were 

agreed. There were further meetings in London on 4th December and 18th December, 

at which further details were discussed and all of the principles agreed. Following the 

18th December meeting, it was left to SSI to have a draft agreement drawn up. This 

was done and a further meeting took place in Doncaster on 20th December (attended 

by SSI’s Vice-President Group Corporate Development, me, Mr. Wang, Mr. Zhou 

and another member of the Jingye team), at which the basic principles and structure 

of the agreement were outlined and altered slightly. On 24th December, the amended 

draft Letter of Intent was sent to Jingye for review over the holiday period. 

8.8 During the intervening period though, the nature of a transaction between the parties 

had changed and the proposal detailed in the latest letter of intent provided for Jingye 

and a nominee of SSI to form a joint venture company to expand and develop the 

RBT business. This expansion would create a port that could continue to handle bulk 

raw materials, but with an expanded operational area, as well as other more general 

port business, such as containers. For example, an increase in capacity at the wharf of 

RBT could be achieved fairly rapidly with the addition of a third, rail mounted gantry 

crane for use as a bulk material unloader, a project SSI UK looked at several times 

before SSI UK’s liquidation. With the use of a hook instead of a grab, these cranes 

could be also used for handling of other conventional cargoes. The latest commercial 

proposal, which SSI thought had been agreed in principle, is as follows: 

8.8.1 A joint venture company would be formed, owned 50:50 by Jingye and SSI 

(or its nominee) (JV). 

8.8.2 The JV would incorporate a land-owning subsidiary. 

8.8.3 Once the purchase by Jingye of the New British Steel shares in RBT Ltd is 

completed, Jingye would contribute those shares to the JV at an agreed 

value, in exchange for shares in the JV. 

8.8.4 SSI would invest cash in the JV in an amount equivalent to the purchase 

price of SSI UK’s shares in RBT Ltd. 

8.8.5 Simultaneously, the Receivers would then sell the SSI UK owned shares in 

RBT Ltd to the JV, at the same agreed value in exchange for cash, meaning 

that at that point, Jingye and SSI’s nominee would each still own the JV on a 

50:50 basis. 

8.8.6 Jingye would then subscribe for new shares in the JV in exchange for cash, 

likely to be £80 million. 
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8.8.7 The JV (through the land-owning subsidiary) would then purchase Plot 1 of 

the SSI Land from the OR, for £150,000 per acre, being the advised value of 

port land and being a total of £79,950,000. 

8.8.8 SSI would then subscribe for new shares in the JV in exchange for cash, 

likely to be the approximately £80 million land purchase price and again, 

meaning that at that point, Jingye and SSI’s nominee would again each own 

the JV on a 50:50 basis. 

8.8.9 The JV would then develop RBT as a larger, more mixed port, but with 

approximately 847 acres of port usable land, rather than the current 313 acres 

that RBT Ltd has, using the £80 million subscribed by SSI’s nominee. 

On 11th January 2020, SSI’s Vice-President, Corporate Development and I travelled 

to Scunthorpe to meet Jingye, represented by Mr. Wang, Mr. Daniel Zhou and 

another Jingye employee, whose name I didn’t catch. As usual, it was a very friendly 

meeting, although unfortunately, the message from Jingye was that they could not 

proceed as agreed. 

8.9 SSI’s response to Jingye was that this gave the Thai Banks (through the Receivers) 

little choice other than to exercise the right of pre-emption and to gain 100% 

ownership and complete control of RBT Ltd in order to develop RBT without Jingye.  

8.10 I am somewhat perplexed by this turn of events because, based on my long 

experience of negotiating complex mergers and acquisitions, including across 

borders or entirely outside the UK, I have no doubt that it would have been possible 

to reach some agreement with Jingye based on the draft Letter of Intent, not least 

because, as always, we all parted on very friendly terms. To add to my confusion, I 

have subsequently seen an email dated 13th January from the OR to Jingye and SSI, 

inviting Jingye and SSI to a meeting to discuss “… what would be needed for a 

potential transfer of the site to Jingye, the compulsory purchase order position and 

the more detailed due diligence …”, which I take to mean that the OR certainly 

contemplates a sale of the SSI Land to Jingye. A site visit had also been arranged 

(again on 17th January) for a team of twelve engineers acting for Jingye, who will be 

assessing the condition and viability of all the iron and steelmaking equipment on the 

SSI Land and this site visit did take place. 

8.11 SSI’s Vice-President, Corporate Development then met Jingye again on 17th January 

on the SSI Land, together with the OR and discussed possible outcomes for the SSI 

Land, consistent with the alternative use plans, but mainly around SSI’s idea that 

Jingye should re-start iron- and steelmaking, which actually says to me that, 

notwithstanding the statement made on 11th January, the discussions with Jingye are 

actually continuing. 

 

9.  ACCESS TO THE PORT 

9.1 I have previously referred to RBT Ltd, the operator of RBT, which is located 

adjacent to Plot 1 of the SSI Land. RBT Ltd is one of a few ports in the UK capable 

of handling Cape-size vessels, the largest dry cargo ships. The main assets of RBT 
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Ltd consist of a wharf on the River Tees and about 313 acres of freehold land 

immediately adjacent to the wharf. Some of that land has now been leased to third 

parties and two options for lease have also been granted over it. Although the wharf 

is held by RBT Ltd on a lease expiring in 2033, granted by Tees and Hartlepool Port 

Authority Limited (which changed its name to PD Teesport Limited on 1st April 

2003). This lease is, however, protected under the Landlord and Tenant Act 1954. 

Accordingly, the lease benefits from renewal rights pursuant to the Landlord and 

Tenant Act 1954 such that the Courts may award further terms of up to 15 years on 

substantially the same terms, provided that the tenant under the lease is occupying 

the premises for business purposes. 

9.2 When TCP was under the ownership of Tata and its predecessors, the RBT facility 

was also owned by Tata and it was operated as an integral part of the operations on 

what is now the SSI Land. However, when Tata sold TCP to SSI UK, Tata needed 

on-going access to RBT in order to import bulk raw materials for use at Tata’s 

Scunthorpe site. As a consequence, the port was put into a separate company, RBT 

Ltd, which was then owned 50:50 by SSI UK and Tata. As a consequence, there was 

a legal separation in the ownership of RBT Ltd’s land and Plot 1 of the SSI Land. In 

reality, though, with regard to the handling and storage of SSI UK’s raw materials, 

the two land parcels continued to be operated as a single whole, not least because 

there was insufficient space at either RBT alone or on the SSI Land alone to store 

and process all the raw materials SSI UK required. 

9.3 At about the end of May/beginning of June 2016, Tata sold the entirety of Tata’s so-

called long products business, centred around the Scunthorpe steel plant, to a 

company confusingly called British Steel Limited (New British Steel). As part of 

that deal, Tata’s shares in RBT Ltd were also sold to New British Steel, although 

legally transferred some months later. New British Steel was ultimately controlled, 

through a series of UK and offshore holding companies by the partners and certain 

employees of Greybull Capital LLP, which also managed New British Steel. 

9.4 Sadly, New British Steel also became insolvent and on 22nd May 2019 was wound 

up, with another Official Receiver, Mr. David Chapman (BSL OR) appointed to 

manage the affairs of New British Steel, assisted by EY as Special manager. With the 

benefit of a government indemnity, the BSL OR has continued to run all of the 

business operations of New British Steel, thus preserving jobs, whilst also marketing 

the business undertaking and assets of New British Steel for sale as a whole. One 

small rail related consultancy business was sold by the BSL OR at about the end of 

August 2019, but otherwise the business has remained intact. I am not close to the 

discussions, but my understanding from press reports is that a definitive sale and 

purchase agreement was entered into by the BSL OR on about 11th November, 2019 

under which the BSL OR agreed to sell all of the remaining business assets of New 

British Steel (including the New British Steel shareholding in RBT Ltd) to Jingye 

Steel (UK) Limited, itself a wholly owned subsidiary of Jingye Steel (UK) Holding 

Limited, which is ultimately owned and controlled by Jingye. As at the date of this 

witness statement, the sale of the New British Steel assets to Jingye had not been 

completed, I understand because certain pre-completion conditions remain to be 
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satisfied, although I understand the deadline for this to happen to be 28th February 

2020. 

9.5 On 14th November 2019, the Thai Banks, through RBS, appointed Stephen Cork and 

Neil Smail, partners of Cork Gully LLP (Receivers), as receivers to the SSI UK 

shares in RBT Ltd (see my Appendix 6). The effect of this is to move control of 

those shares from the OR to the Receivers, although the Receivers will obviously 

take guidance from and owe a duty of care to the Thai Banks. 

9.6 It is important to understand that RBT Ltd was set up in such a way that, as a 

company, it was completely deadlocked, with the intention that virtually nothing at 

all (except day to day management) could be done in respect of RBT Ltd, the 

company or RBT, the underlying business and assets, without the consent of both 

shareholders. The relevant provisions are set out in a shareholders’ agreement dated 

24th March 2011 between (1) Tata, (2) SSI UK and (3) RBT Ltd (SHA) (see my 

Appendix 7), with which I am very familiar and have advised on for over eight years 

now. The relevant provisions of the SHA are also duplicated in RBT Ltd’s articles of 

association and, of course, neither the SHA nor the articles of association can be 

changed without the consent of both shareholders either. In other words, there is little 

that either shareholder can do to influence positively or control RBT Ltd without the 

consent of the other shareholder, each shareholder having only blocking or negative 

rights. RBT Ltd is not allowed to change the nature of RBT’s business (that of bulk 

raw materials handling) or to enter into any related party transaction, without the 

consent of both shareholders. Specifically, under clause 5.11 of the SHA, any of the 

so-called “Reserved Matters” require the written consent of both shareholders before 

they can be implemented. The definition in Schedule I of Reserved Matters to the 

SHA refers to Schedule 2 of the SHA, and Schedule 2 of the SHA then lists all those 

items which are Reserved Matters that require the written consent of both 

shareholders. This includes, among other things, the adoption of any business plan 

for RBT Ltd (paragraph 4), a change to RBT Ltd’s business or the commencement of 

any new business (paragraph 6), the acquisition or disposal of material assets 

(paragraph 7) or entering into any related party transaction (paragraph 9). On the 

liquidation of SSI UK in October 2015, SSI UK lost various voting rights in RBT 

Ltd, including the right to vote on reserved matters, but all of these rights were 

reinstated on the appointment of the Receivers. The Receivers therefore now have 

considerable influence, in the form of blocking rights, over the business of RBT Ltd. 

9.7 Furthermore, clause 16.4 of the SHA requires a shareholder that wishes to transfer its 

shares to a third-party purchaser to go through a very specific process. Clause 16.5 of 

the SHA requires the selling shareholder to first offer those shares at the same price 

and on the same terms and conditions to the other shareholder. Under clause 16.6 of 

the SHA, that other shareholder then has thirty working days within which to 

exercise the option to purchase the shares being sold. On 23rd December 2019, the 

Receivers were served by the BSL OR’s solicitors with such a transfer notice (see my 

Appendix 8), which entitles the Receivers to purchase the BSL shares in RBT Ltd 

from the BSL OR. This transfer notice expires on 5th February 2020 and, as at the 

date of this witness statement, I am not aware of a decision having been made by the 

Receivers or the Thai Banks, one way or another. However, in parallel with the 
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Receivers, using SSI’s various contacts in the steel and raw materials industries, SSI 

is currently looking at options for financing the exercise of the pre-emption by the 

Receivers, which would give the Thai Banks 100% ownership and full control of 

RBT Ltd. 

9.8 As a consequence of the appointment of the Receivers and the terms of the SHA, it is 

the case that, before any port services agreement could be entered into between RBT 

Ltd and any occupier of the Northern Industrial Zone, as contemplated by the 

Development Corporation’s master plan, there must be the agreement of both 

shareholders, including, in the case of the SSI UK shares, the Receivers. Further, if 

there is to be any kind of access to or integration of RBT Ltd’s land with, say, Plot 1, 

there must also be the agreement of both shareholders, including, in the case of the 

SSI UK shares, the Receivers, who will be guided by the Thai Banks. Equally, in the 

event that the Receivers gain full control of RBT Ltd, then there must be agreement 

to any port services agreement or integration of Plot 1 by the Receivers alone. 

9.9 To date, there has been no request from the Development Corporation for access to 

the facilities of RBT Ltd, so no decision has been made. However, if any such 

proposal is made, but not considered be in the long-term best interests of RBT Ltd 

and therefore not in the best interests of the shareholders in RBT Ltd (and 

consequently, the Thai Banks as creditors of SSI UK) or Jingye as the possible 

second shareholder, then any such agreement will not be approved by the 

shareholders. In other words, to the extent that there is any future proposal to use the 

facilities of RBT Ltd, then it is the two shareholders of RBT Ltd that need to be 

consulted and who need to agree the proposal, not RBT Ltd itself. 

10.  THE ABILITY TO REGENERATE THE SSI LAND 

10.1 As at the date of this witness statement, the Thai Banks, through SSI have had a 

number of offers to finance the exercise of the pre-emption of the BSL OR’s shares 

in RBT Ltd. Discussions with various parties are continuing and I am confident that a 

definitive loan agreement will be agreed and the pre-emption exercised before 5th 

February, giving the Receivers 100% ownership and control of RBT Ltd. I am also 

confident that the selected party will also be able to provide the funds necessary to 

expand and develop the port business of RBT Ltd. 

10.2 SSI has also brought on board the necessary advisers and consultants to deliver the 

port expansion scheme, including planning advisers (who have already advised that 

they see no impediment to such a development from a planning perspective), port 

development consultants and financial advisers. 

10.3 The significant quantities of raw materials used at Scunthorpe are quite expensive to 

handle using New British Steel’s present arrangements.  Consequently, one of the 

real incentives for Jingye to become a customer of an expanded RBT Ltd, would be 

the potentially huge value to Jingye in being able to import raw materials through 

RBT for use in the Scunthorpe iron and steel making activities and to do so at a 

considerably lower cost than through the existing facilities. That value will only 

increase, if Jingye’s announced plans to increase liquid steel production at 

Scunthorpe come to fruition, which having seen Jingye’s corporate “can do” attitude, 
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I am confident will also happen fairly rapidly. If this value is realised, then it must 

benefit the on-going manufacturing operations at Scunthorpe, thereby contributing to 

the survival of that business and the protection of the 4,000 direct jobs and 20,000 

indirect jobs supported by the business. 

10.4 Unfortunately, RBT Ltd has recently granted a number of leases and options for lease 

over a substantial part of RBT Ltd’s land, meaning that, particularly if those options 

are exercised, RBT may be constrained with regard to space, should a considerable 

quantity of raw materials need to be imported for use in Scunthorpe. Either of these 

plans may also impact the uses for RBT referred to in the Development 

Corporation’s master plan, which states: “Users for this zone will likely be OEMs 

and supporting tier 1 component manufacturers. The focus will lean towards 

manufacturing and energy innovation, and bulk materials. Proximity to the existing 

Redcar Bulk Terminal (RBT) will provide incentive for tenants requiring regular 

supply of bulk materials to support operations. There is a planned 2 berth expansion 

at the terminal, which has been notionally indicated in land use and illustrative plans 

for this zone. RBT may also be attractive to users seeking to export large quantities 

of bulk material, like mineral processing facilities. To accommodate this potential 

demand, two 50 acre parcels with direct bulk terminal adjacency have been provided 

in the plan. RBT also offers strong potential for construction materials import for 

new developments and have recently signed an agreement.”. In other words, RBT 

Ltd is now constrained with regard to space and any materials handling agreement 

between a Northern Industrial Zone occupier and RBT Ltd would require the 

agreement of the Thai Banks, I do not see how this aspect of the Development 

Corporation’s master plan could be implemented without agreement. Also, whilst 

SSI UK was operating, notwithstanding the legal separation of the SSI Land and the 

RBT land, the reality was that the two were operated as a single plot. The need for 

Plot 1 of the SSI Land for the port expansion scheme is therefore greater than it ever 

has been before. Conversely, if Plot 1 is not available to Jingye, there is a significant 

risk that the additional cost burden on the Scunthorpe business, which we have 

calculated as being at least $25 million each year, could ultimately lead to its failure.  

11.  CONCLUSIONS 

11.1 The objections to the Order submitted by the Thai Banks, RBS and SSI are not about 

preventing regeneration of the SSI Land. SSI would like to see the whole area 

regenerated and for stable, well paid jobs to return. Having worked in the steel 

industry for over thirty years and visited many industrial areas of Britain, I know all 

too well the impact a plant closure can have on the local area and I would like to see 

the area regenerated as well, because of the positive benefits it would undoubtedly 

bring for everyone. Ideally, this would be through a re-start of steelmaking. 

11.2 Looking at the Development Corporation’s board minutes, it appears that one of the 

Development Corporation’s objective is also to re-start steelmaking on the SSI Land, 

which aligns with that of SSI and, it now seems, the OR. 

11.3 The issue therefore, is how that regeneration should happen and whether or not the 

use of the Order by the Development Corporation, together with the use of public 

money is the correct or a realistic way of achieving it. 
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11.4 It is clear from the often-unsolicited approaches SSI has had, that there is significant, 

private sector interest in re-starting steelmaking on the SSI Land. Looking at the 

Development Corporation’s board minutes this is also clear. For example, in a report 

to 'Meeting 2' of the Development Corporation’s board by the then Chief Executive 

on 29th September 2017, it was noted that that JSW, an India based steelmaker, was 

interested in purchasing all of the SSI Land  (except for South Bank Coke Ovens 

(Plot 166)) and re-starting iron and steelmaking.7 As mentioned above, the same 

board minutes also referred to on-going interest from Liberty, but using a different 

technology, which I believe meant electric arc steelmaking. In the minutes of 

'Meeting 3 on 29th November 2017 meeting (at paragraph 3.58), discussions with 

JSW were still on-going, but there seemed to be some reservations about JSW’s need 

for land, and then according to the minutes of 'Meeting 4' on 24th January 2018, 

discussions continued, but JSW had also raised the issue of guarantees from Central 

Government (see paragraph 6.29).  I haven’t seen any mention of JSW in the 

Development Corporation’s board minutes after that date though. 

11.5 It is also interesting to see that Portnex was in discussions with the Development 

Corporation, with a view to re-starting Redcar Coke ovens, which are situated on Plot 

1. I have seen references to this proposal in the Development Corporation’s board 

minutes of 'Meeting 7' on 25th July 2018 (at paragraph 7.610), 'Meeting 8' on 26th 

September 2018 (at paragraph 7.1.211), 'Meeting 9' on 28th November 2018 (at 

paragraphs 4.712 and 7.113), twice in January 2019 at both the 'Extraordinary Meeting' 

on 15 January 2019 (at paragraph 7.214) and at 'Meeting 10' on 30th January 2019 (at 

paragraph 7.115) and 'Meeting 11' on 27th March 2019 (at paragraph 7.116).  Portnex 

also features on the agendas of 'Meeting 12' on 22 May 2019 and the 'Extraordinary 

Meeting' on 15 July 2019, but the Development Corporation has not provided those 

minutes. 

11.6 In the Development Corporation’s 30th January 2019 board minutes of 'Meeting 10, 

there is also reference to discussions with Albion Steel, which is apparently a partner 

of Nucor Steel of the US and which appeared to want to set up a “melting shop”, 

which I take to mean an electric arc steelmaking furnace (see paragraph 7.4 of the 

minutes17) and then a further reference in paragraph 7.5 of the 'Meeting 11' board 

minutes of 27th March 201918, but I don’t know where these discussions led. 

11.7 I have seen all the Development Corporation’s board minutes that were disclosed, up 

to and including the minutes from the 25th September 2019 meeting, although I 

believe that there are other board minutes from the Development Corporation that I 

                                              
7 as reflected in the detailed minutes at pages 22-23 of Mr Roberts' Appendix 6 
8 at pages 34-35 of Mr Robert's Appendix 6  
9 at pages 52-53 of Mr Roberts' Appendix 6  
10 see page 168 of Mr Roberts' Appendix 6 
11 see page 191 of Mr Roberts' Appendix 6 
12 of the "Priority Projects and Issues" report to Meeting 9, at page 199 of Mr Roberts' Appendix 6 
13 of the corresponding minutes of Meeting 9, at page 233 of Mr Roberts' Appendix 6 
14 see page 277 of Mr Roberts' Appendix 6 
15 see page 284 of Mr Roberts' Appendix 6 
16 see page 301 of Mr Roberts' Appendix 6 
17 on page 284 of Mr Roberts' Appendix 6 
18 see page 303 of Mr Roberts' Appendix 6 
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have not seen. I did not see any further references to JSW, Liberty, Albion Steel or
Portnex, so have to assumethat no agreement was reached with any ofthem by the

Development Corporation. Nevertheless, to me, this again demonstrates a significant
level ofprivate sector interest in the SSI Land, including for a re-start of steelmaking
or coke-making.

Indeed, as ifto provide confirmation ofthis issue and consistent with the approach
the OR is now taking, on 6" January 2020, Ben Houchen, the Development
Corporation’s Chairman, published a message on his Facebook pagestating that:
“*... I've promised to bring steelmaking backto Teesside, ifre-elected” (see my
Appendix 9).

Withoutfurther interference, I have great confidence in the ability ofthe private
sector to regenerate the SSI Land (as outlined above), so I concludethat it is not
appropriate for the Order to be confirmed and that the private sector, with the

assistance of SSI, should be given more timeto deliver these projects. Once

implemented, SSI’s plans could also benefit the Scunthorpe area and, whilst not to
the disadvantage ofthe Teessidearea, I struggle to see how anyone could see this in
any way other than an excellentresult.
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